PayPie (PPP)

About:

PayPie put an end to your cash flow problems. Improve your cash flow with performance insights, beautiful dashboards and intuitive reports and make data-driven decisions to reshape your finances.

PayPie brings ultimate trust and transparency to the financial markets by introducing the world’s first credit risk assessment based on blockchain accounting.

PayPie seamlessly integrates with QuickBooks Online and connects your business account in a click to optimize your experience in a secure and convenient way.

Advantages:
1. **Cash Flow**: Take control of your business’ financial health with actionable, performance-driven data. Our risk scoring tools and insightful analytics give you the details you need to make informed decisions.

2. **Performance Analysis**: Your near real-time PayPie financial analysis, calculated from the data in your accounting software, shows how others may view your business. It’s also a tool you can use to monitor your fiscal strength.

3. **Affordable Funds**: Bridge the gap whenever you find yourself short of funds due to late vendor payments or any common business reason. PayPie helps improve your business’ finances for better financing opportunities.

**Goal**: To empower businesses by enabling better, more affordable ways to improve financial health.